
The Passive 
Voice

( Present 
Indefinite)



Пассивный залог  показывает, что лицо или предмет, 
выраженное подлежащим, испытывает действие на 
себе:

Mary cleans the office every morning.

Подлежащее (Мэри) выполняет действие (убирает).

The office is cleaned every morning. — Офис убирают каждое утро. 

*Неизвестно, кто выполняет действие.

*Неважно, кто это сделал

*Это очевидно 



Read the sentences:

They make butter from milk.
People speak English in Britain.

They don`t grow oranges in England.

Compare:
Butter is made from milk.
English is spoken in Britain.

Oranges are not grown in England 
.



Passive is formed:

to be + Ved / V3

am is are
Cleaned
spoken
made
grown

Неправильные 
глаголы



Translate the sentences:
1. This CD is sold everywhere.
2. French is spoken in France.
3. Newspapers are brought on Mondays.
4. Many countries are visited every year.
5. Is coffee grown in Russia?
6. Rice is not grown in England.



Passive Voice

__ ?
• Russian is not   
spoken in England.

• Computer games are 
not played here.

• I am not asked at the 
lesson.

• Is French spoken in 
France?

• Are sweets bought 
here?

• Where are magazines 
bought ?



Ask the questions and 
disagree:

1.This CD is sold everywhere.
2. French is spoken in France.
3. Newspapers are brought on 

Mondays.
4. Many countries are visited 

every year.
5. Letters are brought by 

postmen.



Transform into Passive:
1. People speak French in Canada.

2. People sell this book everywhere.

3. Do they make butter from milk? 

4. The don`t make cheese from water.

5. They use this thing very often.



Answer the questions using Passive
Voice:

1. What is ice-cream made of?
2. What language is spoken in Spain?
3. Where are clothes bought?
4. Is English spoken all over the world?
5. What is usually eaten for dinner in 
your family?


